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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a bootstrap training approach for lan-
guage model (LM) classifiers. Training class dependent LM and
running them in parallel, LM can serve as classifiers with any
kind of symbol sequence, e.g., word or phoneme sequences for
tasks like topic spotting or language identification (LID). Irre-
spective of the special symbol sequence used for a LM classifier,
the training of a LM is done with a manually labeled training set
for each class obtained from not necessarily cooperative speak-
ers. Therefore, we have to face some erroneous labels and devia-
tions from the originally intended class specification. Both facts
can worsen classification. It might therefore be better not to use
all utterances for training but to automatically select those utter-
ances that improve recognition accuracy; this can be done by a
bootstrap procedure. We present the results achieved with our
best approach on the VERBMOBIL corpus for the tasks dialog act
classification and LID.

1. INTRODUCTION

Language models (LM) are very important for automatic speech
recognition systems; they are widely used in word recognizers
to estimate the probability of a word chain in order to reduce
the number of possible paths in forward decoding or to find the
best word chain in a word hypotheses graph or lattice. If LM are
trained class dependent and run in parallel, they can serve as clas-
sifiers for tasks like topic spotting, dialog act classification, and
language identification [9]. LM work on every kind of symbol
sequence with a finite vocabulary, e.g. word sequences, phoneme
sequences, or codebook class sequences; they are thus applicable
to many domains, even if there is no word information available.

We use LM classifiers within the VERBMOBIL-project to clas-
sify and segment dialog acts. VERBMOBIL is a speech-to-speech
translation project [1] in the domain of appointment scheduling
and travel planning. Covered languages are German, English and
Japanese. If, for instance, two persons try to fix a meeting date,
time, and place, the system detects automatically the two lan-
guages of the partners and translates between them. To keep track
of the dialog it is necessary for the system to know the state of
the dialog at all times. This is done in terms of dialog acts (DA)
as one of the tasks of the dialog module within VERBMOBIL. DA
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are, e.g., “greeting”, “confirmation of a date”, “suggestion of a
place” [3]. Furthermore DA are used for template based trans-
lation. The VERBMOBIL-system works with a fall–back mech-
anism to improve the robustness of the system. If the deep lin-
guistic analysis is not able to translate a turn in a predefined time
interval, the recognized DA are used for template based transla-
tion. Thus it is at least possible to roughly translate the meaning
of a turn if a detailed analysis failed. For our experiments we
use the 18 DA from the first phase of VERBMOBIL which were
defined based on their illocutionary force [3].

Because the training of LM is done with a manually labeled set
of training data for each class obtained from not necessarily co-
operative speakers, we have to face some erroneous labels and
deviations from the topic specific to the given scenario. Both
facts can worsen classification. It might therefore be a better way
not to use all utterances for training of a LM but to automatically
select only those utterances that improve recognition accuracy;
this can be done by a bootstrap training.

In the following sections we describe our currently best approach
for the bootstrap training of LM classifier.

2. MOTIVATION

In [6] the selection of words for a limited size dictionary for a
large vocabulary speech recognition task is not done on the whole
training corpus but rather on certain sub corpora. It is assumed
that in the North American Business (NAB) application of read
newspaper texts certain factors like time of the year in which the
test corpus is collected has an influence on the words that should
be in the dictionary. This should be represented in the training
corpus which is used for designing the recognition dictionary. It
is shown, that the best lexical coverage is achieved when only
19% of the training corpus were used.

In analogy to this approach we want to look at the question
whether we can train better LM if we only use sub corpora of
our training corpora. For the selection of the sub corpora we do
not want to depend on heuristics but rather use cost functions
and global optimization methods. Figure 1 shows the recognition
results on a independent test set when we use randomly chosen
subsets of our DA training corpus. As can be seen we sometimes
have a slight decrease of the recognition rate, because the addi-
tion of “rarebirds” or erroneously labeled training tokens leads to
worse probability estimates. Even with random selection the best
results are not achieved with the complete training corpus.
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Figure 1: Recognition results for different number of training
tokens with a LM classifier for 18 DA.

3. POLYGRAM LANGUAGE MODELS

In most cases language models are used to calculate the proba-
bility of a word sequence ���������	�	�
��� in a given language or
context. We use polygram language models (PLM) [7] which are
a special kind of stochastic  -gram model to estimate the proba-
bility of every kind symbol sequence where a symbol could be a
word, phoneme or a codebook class.

3.1. Maximum Likelihood Estimation

Using polygrams the probability of the symbol sequence� � �	�	��� � is calculated with the help of

��� ��� � �� � � � ��� � ��� ���
�����	�	�
� � � �� � � !
history

� � (1)

Because the younger history � � �#"�$ ���	� �
�
�
� � of the symbol se-

quence � � �	� �
� � is more important for modeling, and to restrict
the number of free parameters inside the LM, we only use the last%'&)(

symbols to approximate the probability of
��� � � :

*��� � � � �� � � � ��� � � � � � �#"�$ � �	�	���
�
� � � (2)

With this shorter history we can estimate the conditional prob-
abilities

��� � ��� � � �#"�$ �+�	�	�
�
�
� � � from a given training corpus

simply by using the maximum likelihood (ML) estimation:��� � ��� � � �,"-$ �+� �	�.�
�
� � � � / � � � �#"�$ � �	�	�.�

� �/ � � � �#"�$ � �	�	�
�
�
� � �10 (3)

where / ��2 � denotes the frequency of its argument in the train-
ing data. Of course, one would like to choose a large number of%

for the history length – the approximation made by a LM of
higher order gets closer to the real probability. Unfortunately, the
number of parameters which have to be estimated increases expo-
nentially with the size of

%
, and thus the ML estimates become

far from being reliable because of the limited training data.

A compromise with respect to this trade-off between the model
context

%
and the training data size can be made by introducing

a weighted interpolation scheme.

3.2. Interpolation

The basic idea of applying interpolation methods is to fall back
on the probability estimation of subsequences shorter than N. An
example is the linear interpolation which uses all subsequences
up to the length

%
[5] :3�4� � � � � � �,"-$ � �	�5�
�

�
� � � �76,8 2 (9: 6 � 2;��� � � �: 6#� 2 ��� � �<� � � � � �

: "=> �@? 6 > 2 ��� � � � � � � > $ � �	�	�
�
�
� � � � (4)

The fraction
(;AB9

accounts for unseen sequences, where
9

is the
number of words known to the LM, and ensures that no proba-
bility is set to zero. The interpolation coefficients 6 > can be es-
timated using the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm [7]
on a given validation set.

Another interpolation method, which we do not describe in this
paper, is the rational interpolation; it gives a higher weight to
those  -grams seen very frequently in the training set. This
method is described in detail in [8].

3.3. Language Models as Classifiers

After a LM has been trained for each of the considered classes,
the models can be used to classify a symbol sequence. If we have
the C classes D � �5�	� D�E , and

��F
denotes the LM for class G ,GIHKJ ( 0 �	�5� 0 CML , the likelihood

��� � �
D F � � ��F � �� � � � 3�N� � ��� � � �#"�$ �+�	�	�
�

�
� � � (5)

has to be computed for each class and the symbol sequence �
is classified by computing the a posteriori probability using the
Bayes’ rule, where O F is the a priori probability of class D F

and
decide for G,P which has the maximum a posteriori probability:G P �7Q;RTSVU�Q;WF � O FX2;��� � �

D F �Y� � (6)

Now we are able to classify each test utterances �[Z of our test set\ � J \ � 0 �	�5� 0 \ E L into one of the C classes. Thus we can give
the mean value of the classification result for each class ( ]^] ) and
the overall classification rate ( ]^] ):

]^] � (C
E= F / �`_5aBbBbdc _fe�_5gih1jBj	k
l1kmc n � aol D F �� \ F �

(7)

][] �qp EF / �`_5aBbVbVc _fe�_	grhsj;j	k
l1kmc;n � atl D F �
p EF � \ F � 0 (8)

where

� 2 �
returns the number of tokens in the set given as argu-

ment.

4. THE BOOTSTRAP TRAINING

The bootstrap training proceeds in two steps: first we have to
split the training data into two disjunctive sets, the training set
and the validation set and select randomly the first training token



split training data into training set � \
and validation set � \

select randomly the first training token for each class D F
from � \

and train class dependent LM
FOR all C classes

run all LM in parallel ; compute ��� F on � \
and

store it to
9 ��� F

WHILE not all tokens of � \
have been tested

FOR all C classes
FOR all not selected tokens of class D F

from
� \

add current token to training data of
class D F

and train new class
dependent LM
run all C LM in parallel and
compute ��� F for class G on � \
IF

9 ��� F�� ��� F
THEN mark current token as

selected; continue with
next class

ELSE reset LM to training state
before last token; continue
with next token

FOR all C classes
run all LM in parallel; compute ��� F on
� \

and store it to
9 ��� F

IF no improving token is selected for any class
THEN stop

Figure 2: Iterative bootstrap training procedure

for each class. Second we have to select iteratively the next best
token from the training set that improves a quality factor ���
(defined below) on the validation set. Figure 2 gives an informal
account of the bootstrap procedure.

After the training data have been split into training � \
and val-

idation � \
set, the first training token for each class dependent

LM is selected randomly from the � \
. Now we have to initial-

ize the C accumulators
9 ��� F in which we store the computed

��� from the last iteration. This is computed on the � \
using

the LM, trained on the first token as shown in Figure 2 (Block 3).
For our experiments we used two different ��� . The first is the
class dependent recognition rate ]^] F

, which is computed by

][] F �'/ �`_faVbBbdc _ e _5gih1jBj	k
l1kmc n � aol D F �� \ F � � (9)

The second is the perplexity
�	� F

which is computed class de-
pendent on the � \

and could by retrieved using the formula

�	��F � c�
 O � p � ������� gia�� *� F1� �XZ �� �
� \ F � � : �

� \ F � � � � 0 (10)

where

� � 2 � �
returns the number of symbols and

� 2 �
the number

of tokens in the set given as argument.

The iterative selection procedure runs as often as there are tokens
in the largest class dependent sub corpus � \ F

. One new token
for each class D F

is selected in each iteration if the current’s LM
��� F is lower or equal than the ��� from the last iteration

9 ��� F .
If so, the current token is marked as selected and no longer tested
in the next iterations; the selection procedure continues with the

following class. If the quality decreases, the next token is tested
using the same procedure. If there are no possible tokens left
for a class the LM trained with the tokens up to the iteration be-
fore is used for further training. After all classes have finished
the current iteration, once more all LM run in parallel and the
class dependent quality factor ��� F is computed and stored to the
accumulators

9 ��� F . The procedure stops if the number of it-
erations is equal the number of training token of the largest sub
corpus � \ F

or if for no class a token was found that improved
the recognition results.

5. DATA

For our experiments we used data from the VERBMOBIL-corpus
for two different tasks: language identification (LID) and DA
classification. In VERBMOBIL, the whole dialog of two persons
is seen as a sequence of DA, which means that DA are the basic
units on the dialog level. The DA are defined according to their il-
locutionary force, e.g., ACCEPT, SUGGEST, REQUEST, and
can be subcategorized as for their functional role or their propo-
sitional content, e.g., DATE or LOCATION, depending on the
application. In the VERBMOBIL-I domain, 18 DA are defined on
the illocutionary level with 42 sub categories [3]. Since in sponta-
neous speech many incomplete and incorrect syntactic structures
occur, e.g., a lot of elliptic sentences or restarts, it is not easy to
give a quantitative and qualitative definition of the term DA. In
VERBMOBIL, criteria were defined for the manual segmentation
of turns based on their textual representation and for the manual
labeling of these segments with DA [4]. No prosodic information
is used for labeling, in order to be able to label the dialogs with-
out listening to them. Thus it was possible to reduce the labeling
effort.

Our DA training set has 19795 tokens and the test set has 2540.
The training of our LM is done using a category system with
884 hand made categories, where we put for example citynames,
surnames, first names and numbers in a category of their own.
Words that occur very often in the training corpus have their own
category. Each word only appears in one category, even if it could
match more than one category definition.

In the LID experiment, were we want to decide if an English ut-
terance is spoken by an American native speaker or by a German,
we used vector quantized data [2] from the English subset of the
VERBMOBIL-corpus as symbol sequences. Our training set con-
tains 920, the validation set 200 and the test set 100 tokens. Each
training set contains 40 tokens of the other class to see if our
method is able to eliminate these from the training set.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For our bootstrap training experiments we restrict our maximum
polygram size to bigrams, because of the very high computation
time for one experiment. Furthermore, we selected for all exper-
iments the same 10% of the training data for the validation set
randomly. Thus, the results are comparable. The rational inter-
polation method was used for all experiments. No optimization
of the interpolation coefficients was done to observe the improve-
ment produced by the bootstrap training. The results for the ex-
periments with the

�	� F
and ]^] F

as ��� of the bootstrap pro-
cedure are presented in Figure 3 for ]^] and in Figure 4 for ]^] .
As can be seen in Figures 3 and 4, the approach with ]^] F

as ���
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Figure 3: ]^] on an independent test set for DA classification
after each iteration for random selection,

�	� F
and ]^] F

as ��� .
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Figure 4: ]^] on an independent test set for DA classification
after each iteration for random selection,

�	� F
and ]^] F

as ��� .

obtains slightly better results for the ]^] and the same results for]^] with only 88% of the training data. The perplexity curve is
steeper in the early part of the experiment but could not reach the
results from the ]^] F

approach. The random curve is our baseline
system, which we use as motivation for our approach.

We ran the same experiments for the small LID set. In Figure 5
the ]^] curve for ]^] F

as ��� is presented. One can see that the
��� criterion ( ]^] F

) works very well on this smaller two class
problem. It is interesting to note that the best results on the in-
dependent test set were achieved with only 20% of the training
data, even though almost all tokens are used because the ]^] on
the � \

does not decrease. All 17 tokens that were excluded from
the training were these from the 40 German utterances in the En-
glish speakers set.

7. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER
RESEARCH

Rosenfeld already said: the time-honored maxim “there’s no data
like more data” no longer holds; with our bootstrap approach we
have shown that it is possible to train class dependent LM for DA
classification and LID on subsets of training corpora with slightly
better results and to exclude wrong training samples. Our future
work is to advance this approach to get higher improvements and
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Figure 5: ]^] on an independent test set for the LID experiment
after each iteration for random selection and ][] F

as ��� .

to run experiments in other domains like topic spotting. This
can be done for example with other ��� like precision and less
restricted search spaces for the selection procedure. Since those
approaches are very computationally expensive we first want to
speed up our LM training procedure.
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